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Why choose Bosch?
We’ve been working for over 75 years, so that you can work less.

Bosch is Europe’s largest manufacturer of Household Appliances. 

Producing high-quality, technologically advanced products, Bosch 

continues to play an active part in the New Zealand floorcare market. 

Bosch’s factory in Germany is the largest in Europe and produces in 

excess of 1.8 million vacuum cleaners each year.

Bosch: German Engineered Quality

The term ‘German Engineered’ stands for high-class workmanship – 

and for the legendary quality of Bosch domestic appliances. 

At Bosch we never compromise, so we wouldn’t expect you to 

either. That’s why all of our cleaners have top of the range 

features as standard.

Silence

Noise is measured in numeric decibels or dB(A). It is important to 

note that a few decibels can make a huge difference. Our entire 

floorcare range is exceptionally quiet, and also features New Zealand's 

quietest bagless ProSilence vacuum cleaner. This is due to our latest 

Compressor Motor Technology, internal insulation and housing and 

unique floorhead design.

Suction/Performance

A combination of quality design elements contribute to exceptional 

suction power and dust pick up. These include our powerful Bosch 

engineered motors; extra wide hose diameters, high grade filtration 

systems and specially designed floorheads which facilitate maximum 

cleaning performance.

SmartSensor Control

Our bagless vacuum cleaners take out the guess work when it comes 

to cleaning and maintenance. The internal sensor continuously 

measures airflow rates to ensure that the vacuum cleaner operates 

at optimal performance throughout its lifetime. When the filters 

become dirty and block airflow, the system will automatically 

power down and activate its own self cleaning process (On models 

BGS5225AU, BGS5ZOOAU and BGS5SL66AU). On all other bagless 

and Athlet models, the SmartSensor Control system will prompt the 

user to clean the filters by powering down and flashing the red LED.

Bosch Technology.

Bagless and Athlet 
SmartSensor Control

SmartSensor Control self-activated filter cleaning system.

SmartSensor Control:
Intelligent solutions for low 
maintenance effort.

No disappointing loss of 
performance thanks to 
SensorControl.

Bosch SmartSensor Control alerts you 
when the filter needs cleaning. 

Fully automatic self cleaning.

Imagine a vacuum cleaner that is so intelligent it knows when 
and how to clean itself! All the Relaxx’x vacuum cleaners have 
just that. Equipped with an integrated sensor that constantly 
monitors the airflow rate, the Intelligent SelfClean system 
activates its lifetime self-cleaning filter feature to ensure it 
always operates at peak performance.

SmartSensor Control

The SensorControl system sends an LED alert 
when the filter needs cleaning.

Allergy friendly
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Easy cleaning...

In bagless vacuum cleaners, centrifugal forces separate the dust 
from the air flow and push it into a separator before it is fed into 
a dust container that can be emptied. The advantage: No follow 
up costs for bags and filters.

Ingenious high tech solution.

The large surface area of the CLEANSTREAM® filter with its 
unique GORE™ membrane technology ensures that dust 
cannot penetrate the filter and block it permanently. 
The result is a high level of performance, all year round.

Lifetime HEPA filter.

The lasting benefits offered by the robust special material 
used for the integrated HEPA filter include an impressive 
dust retention capability, clean exhaust air and the fact 
that the filter can be washed as required.

Super simple cleaning.

The dust container can easily be rinsed under running water 
once it has been emptied.

Bagless Range.Silence Technology for a quieter operation. 

Relaxx'x and Zoo'o ProAnimal.Bagless Range.

SilenceSound System™: a diverse and comprehensive package of sound reducing measures.

Bagless Vacuum Cleaners BGS5225AU BGS5ZOOAU BGS5SL66AU

Model Name Relaxx’x All Floor Specialist Relaxx’x Zoo'o ProAnimal Relaxx’x ProSilence

Colour Black Tornado Red Metallic Blue

Capacity

Weight 6.7kg 6.7kg 6.7kg

Noise volume 74 dB(A) 74 dB(A) 66 dB(A)

Dust container 3L 3L 3L

Features

Innovative SmartSensor Control ● ● ●

Compressor motor ●

RobustAir System for maximum airfl ow ● ●

AirTurbo System for maximum airfl ow ●

Filter cleaning: Intelligent SelfClean System ● ● ●

Washable lifetime HEPA fi lter ● ● ●

Variable power control ● ● ●

4 Swivel wheels ● ● ●

Automatic cable rewind ● ● ●

Operating radius 11m 11m 11m

Unique Features

SilenceSound System ●

SilentClean premium nozzle ● ●

EasyClean™ nozzle ● ●

Black woven textile hose ●

Included Accessories

ProAnimal turbo brush ProAnimal turbo brush Premium silent carpet/hard fl oor brush

   

Premium silent carpet/hard fl oor brush 2 Way silent carpet/hard fl oor brush Hard fl oor brush

   

ProParquet brush Zoo’o hard fl oor brush 3-in-1 Onboard tool

 

XXL Upholstery brush XXL Upholstery brush

 

XXL Crevice tool 3-in-1 Onboard tool

3-in-1 Onboard tool

XXL Crevice tool

3-in-1 Onboard tool

3-in-1 Onboard tool

XXL Upholstery brush

3-in-1 Onboard tool

XXL Crevice tool

Sound controlled 
motor with 
CompressorTechnology

Reduces transference 

of motor noise and 

vibration.

1 Sound controlled 
insulation

Sophisticated materials 

with micro structure 

technology absorb noise.

2 Silent airflow with 
sound reducer

Aerodynamic airflow is 

supported by air guiding 

channels. The air flows 

smoothly with little 

twists and is therefore 

much quieter.

3 Silent accessories

Silent nozzle, sealed 

tubes and joints ensure 

smoother air flow and 

less noise.

4

The quietest bagless vacuum cleaner.

Premium silent carpet/hard fl oor brush

Allergy friendly
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Outstanding performance and 
greater convenience.

Specialised range for pets: Zoo’o ProAnimal.

Bagged Range.

For any challenge that your home can throw at it, Bosch has an incredibly powerful bagged 
vacuum cleaner to suit your needs. And using original Bosch vacuum cleaner bags ensures 
more effective, longer-lasting cleaning and a longer working life for your appliance.

Powerful performance and effortless cleaning, leaving you more time with your furry friend.

The Zoo’o ProAnimal range effortlessly picks up animal hair on all types of flooring and with handy accessories lets you tackle 
pet hair on furniture and in crevices as well. Available in cordless, bagless and bagged.

Bagged Vacuum Cleaners.

In'Genius and Free'e.

Washable HEPA filter

The integrated HEPA filter is 

washable and doesn't have to 

be replaced. This saves 

unnecessary additional costs. 

The HEPA filter also allows 

allergy sufferers to breath 

easier with the In’Genius.

Zoo’o ProAnimal roller

Picks up pet hair 30% faster.* Specialised 

soft red bristles have been optimised for 

carpets to remove animal hair quickly and 

efficiently.

15-metre operating radius

Thanks to the extra-long cable, 

you'll be able to reach even the 

most remote corners without 

having to plug the machine into 

a different socket.

EasyClean™

Not only can you remove the roller in one 

movement, it's also easy to clean. This 

means the brush is easily cleaned and ready 

to remove hair time and time again.

5-litre capacity

The dust bag of the In’Genius 

has an extra large capacity, 

which means it doesn't have to 

be changed very often.

Zoo’o Accessories

Specialised Zoo’o Accessories take the 

hassle out of removing unwanted pet hair 

from furniture and crevices. The extra-wide 

upholstery nozzle removes more hair than 

regular upholstery nozzles. It is ideally 

suited to any type of furniture with its 

flexibly stored 4x fluff removal pads.

Four soft wheels

Wherever you go, the In’Genius 

follows on its four soft wheels, 

which are kind to your flooring.

Bagged Vacuum Cleaners BGL8ZOOAU BSGL5ZOOAU

Model Name In’Genius Zoo'o ProAnimal Zoo'o ProAnimal

Colour Tornado Red Tornado Red

Capacity

Weight 5.5kg 5.3kg

Dust bag capacity 5L 4.5L

Features

Variable power control ● ●

Filter type – 
expelled exhaust air is 99.997% cleaner than the average ambient air

HEPA 13 Washable AirClean HEPA

Dust bag change indicator ● ●

Tube Telescopic Telescopic

Automatic cable rewind ● ●

Operating radius 15m 15m

Replacement dust bags – 
capture and fi lter 99.997% of all dust and dirt which is retained in the bag

BBZ41FGALL PowerProtect BBZ41FGALL PowerProtect

PowerProtect System ●

Unique Features

EasyClean™ nozzle ● ●

AirTurbo System ● ●

Transparent AirBumper™ ● ●

Included Accessories

ProAnimal turbo brush ProAnimal turbo brush

  

Premium silent carpet/hard fl oor brush 2 Way silent carpet/hard fl oor brush

  

Hard fl oor brush Zoo'o XXL upholstery brush

Zoo'o XXL upholstery brush Furniture brush

3-in-1 Onboard tool 2-in-1 Onboard tool3-in-1 Onboard tool

* Fibre pick up on carpet in comparison to a 2400 watt vacuum cleaner from Bosch with turbo brush (BGL32400AU).

Allergy friendly
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Cordless Vacuum Cleaners BCH6ZOOAU BCH6AT25AU

Model Name Athlet Zoo'o ProAnimal Athlet

Colour Tornado Red White

Capacity

Voltage 25.2V 25.2V

Battery type Lithium-Ion Lithium-Ion

Weight 3kg 3kg

Features

Innovative SmartSensor Control ● ●

Dust container 0.9L 0.9L

Freestanding ● ●

Running time Up to 60 minutes* Up to 60 minutes*

Washable lifetime fi lter ● ●

Variable speeds ● ●

Durable motor ● ●

Unique Features

Zoo’o ProAnimal all fl oor brush ●

EasyClean™ nozzle ● ●

AllFloor HighPower brush ● ●

Comfort

Ergonomic handle ● ●

Easy handling for removal and emptying ● ●

Dust double fi lter system ● ●

Battery charging/status indicator ● ●

Rapid re-charging ● ●

Included Accessories

ProAnimal accessory kit

Zoo'o ProAnimal specialised bristle

Optional Accessories
Athlet accessory kit – BHZKIT1

●

Long-lasting high performance.

The tried and tested Bosch Lithium-Ion 
Technology used in Bosch Power Tools 
and E-Bikes is synonymous with high 
performance, short charging times and 
long battery life. When combined with 
the highly efficient and aerodynamic 
LongLife Motor, the cordless Athlet 
range is equipped for intensive use. 

Long running time – 
short charging time.

The highly efficient system and 
Bosch's Lithium-Ion battery with its 
outstanding capacity means that the 
Athlet range can operate for up to 60 
minutes without interruption.** In addition, the battery is already 80% charged after 
just 3 hours. A three-stage electronic protection system reliably prevents 
overcharging, overheating and deep discharge of the batteries.

Versatile accessories.

The Athlet Zoo’o ProAnimal kit includes 
an attachable adapter with a hose, 
shoulder strap, an upholstery nozzle, 
crevice nozzle and car seat nozzle. 
This means it is perfect for cleaning 
textiles, crevices and corners.

Athlet Zoo'o ProAnimal removes 
animal hair up to 30% faster.* 

Cleaning animal hair is a chore, it spreads all round the home and is hard to get 
rid of. Conventional vacuum cleaners can perhaps keep up on parquet and tiles – 
but when it comes to textiles, carpets or crevices, they reach their limits. 

Thanks to its SmartSensor Control and the motorised HighPower Brush, 
the Athlet Zoo’o ProAnimal doesn’t just deliver the cleaning results of a conventional 
vacuum cleaner, but also effortlessly picks up animal hair on all types of flooring.

Extremely manoeuvrable.

The flexible nozzle joint makes the Athlet Zoo’o ProAnimal nimble and easy to 
manoeuvre. It therefore vacuums safely and reliably around furniture and even 
reaches remote corners under sofas, cupboards and chests of drawers. And as its 
freedom of movement is not restricted by a power cord, you can use the appliance 
in places where there is no power socket anywhere to be seen.

Cordless Vacuum Cleaners.

* Power setting 1

Extra long run time: 
up to 60min.**

*  Dust pick up in comparison to a 2400 watt vacuum cleaner from Bosch (BGL32400AU) on carpet and hard floor with crevices.
** Operation time varies depending on the model and speed setting selected.

Cordless Range.

Ultra Light Weight

Quick Charging

SmartSensor 
Control 
The SensorControl 
system sends an LED 
alert when the fi lter 
needs cleaning.

Up to 60 minutes 
of autonomous 
operation. 
The combination of 
a motor with long-
lasting Lithium-Ion 
battery (25.5V) allows 
the Bosch Athlet 
vacuum to function for 
up to 60 minutes.**

Results 
comparable 
to a 2400 watt 
vacuum cleaner.*

Lithium-Ion 
Technology: 
Lighter and 
highly durable 
battery.

High-performance Lithium-Ion rechargeable battery 
with an extra-long life.

60
min

Athlet.
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Asthma and Allergens.

Where can allergens be found?

Dust Mites

Dust mites like moderate 
temperatures and high 
humidity. They are found in 
bedding, flooring and 
furniture. Powerful and 
effective vacuum cleaner 
suction is extremely  
important to ensure dust 
mites are controlled.

Mould

Mould can be mostly found  
in houses with rising damp 
and poorly ventilated areas, 
such as bathrooms or 
built-in wardrobes. Good 
ventilation and decreasing 
humidity are key to tackling 
mould issues.

Pollen

Trees, grasses and other 
wind-pollenated plants  
are the source of the most 
troublesome pollens, these 
are especially prominent 
during spring. They are 
brought into the house on 
clothing and shoes, so 
regular cleaning is the best 
way to reduce your exposure 
to pollen in your house.

Pets

Our furry friends especially 
cats and dogs are the most 
common cause of pet 
allergies. They shed hair 
daily, a powerful vacuum 
and proper floor head are 
important to gather up pet 
hair around the house and 
avoid build up.

Allergens, such as house dust mites, pollens, pet hairs and moulds, are one of the most 
common triggers for asthma. The best prevention of allergen triggers is reducing your  
exposure to them.

Important notes 

Model numbers and specifications are for reference only and 
subject to change without prior notice. 

For additional information on products, please refer to your 
local Bosch retailer. Bosch is continuously seeking to improve 
specification, design and production of its appliances and 
alterations may take place regularly. 

All descriptions and technical diagrams are intended as a guide 
only. For additional technical information, full dimensional and 
installation details, please refer to the instruction and 
installation manuals supplied with the appliance. 

For model and accessory availability, please contact  
BSH Home Appliances Limited.

(See back cover for details)

Quality service for quality appliances

Quality of our after-sales service is just as important as the 
quality of our products. In the unlikely event that service is 
required on your appliance, our extensive network of 
authorised service agents throughout New Zealand will 
ensure you are provided with the full support to ensure your 
appliance is operating at optimal condition.

Warranty

All Bosch products are covered under a 2-year 
comprehensive parts and labour warranty.

Optional Accessories.

BBZ42TB
165mm Mini Turbo-Duo 
 –  Brushes and vacuums simultaneously
 –  Lifts fluff, threads and hair with ease
 –  Ideal for upholstery and mattresses

BBZ102TBB
280mm Turbo-Duo
 –  Brushes and vacuums simultaneously
 –  Lifts fluff, threads and hair with ease
 –  Flattened piles are restored
 –  Side air control for adapting roller speed  

to floor type
 –  Also suitable for thick pile carpets due to brush 

roller mounted onto the floating bearings

BBZ123HD
300mm Hard floor tool
 – Specially designed for hard floors
 –  Extra soft bristles
 –  Glides over floors effortlessly, picking up dust 

and dirt from cracks and crevices

BBZ11BF
Bionic filter
 –  Removes bad smells from vacuum cleaner’s 

exhaust air by breaking down odour molecules 
in a natural biological process. 

BBZ41FGALL
Fabric dust bag PowerProtect
 –  Type G ALL 
 –  Suitable for GL30, GL50, GL80 models

BBZ124HD
305mm DuoSoft parquetry floor nozzle
 – 100% natural hair designed for  

parquetry and sensitive hard floors
 –  Also draws on carpets

BHZKIT1
Athlet accessory kit
– Adjustable strap
– Flexible hose
– XXL Upholstery brush (19cm)
– Extra long crevice nozzle (36cm)

Allergy friendly
HEPA = High-Efficiency Particulate Air 

HEPA filters prevent fine particles, bacteria and allergens from 
being released back into the room with the vacuum cleaners 
exhaust air. Ideal for asthma and allergy sufferers.



Whilst every care has been taken in the preparation of this publication, BSH does not warrant the 
accuracy or completeness of the information in this publication and BSH reserves the right to alter 

specifications without notice. To the extent permitted by law, BSH excludes all liability, including 
negligence, for any loss incurred in reliance on the contents of this publication.

This document is printed on an environmentally responsible paper, produced using Elemental Chlorine Free 
(ECF), FSC® Certified Mixed Source pulp sourced from Responsibly Managed & Legally Harvested Forests, 

and manufactured under the strict ISO14001 Environmental Management System.
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BSH Home Appliances Ltd

Unit F2, 4 Orbit Drive 

Mairangi Bay 

Auckland 0632

PO Box 33-1033 

Takapuna 

Auckland 0740

Phone: (09) 477 0492 

Fax: (09) 477 2647

Customer Service

Phone: 0800 807 723 

Fax: 0800 256 535 

Email: bshnz-cs@bshg.com
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